
Module 1.3: Talking Business 
  Audio activity  

Log in to your account at ChristinaRebuffetCourses.Com/
Successful-Small-Talk 

Listen to the dialogue between Mathieu and Lisa. It is the continuation of the 
dialogue you heard in Parts 1.1 and 1.2. 

Listen as many times as you want. 

In the audio, they continue their small talk discussion, but the conversation 
now turns to some light business-related subjects.

After you listen, go to the video lesson. Together, we’ll look at the language 
they used and what to say when discussing your company during a small talk 
conversation. 

While you listen, you can make notes here if you want:
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Module 1.3: Talking Business 
  Audio script 

Mathieu and Lisa continue their conversation, which turns to 
some light business-related subjects.

Lisa: OK, maybe it can, but it’s not the same. You can always replace a 
computer. Anyway, how’s the business been going here in France. Has it 
been very hard here with the economy and all?

Mathieu: You mean the crisis? Well, it’s pretty good considering the situation. 
I think in France, we’re doing better than some countries like the US or the 
UK.

Lisa: Oh, really?

Mathieu: Yeah, I mean, we still laid some people off last year, and we didn’t 
sign as many contracts because of budget cuts in our clients’ companies, but 
in France there’s more social protection, so you can’t just fire someone 
overnight.

Lisa: So what do you do when there’s a big downturn in the economy and 
business is slow? You just pay people who don’t do anything

Mathieu: Well, no. The company can still lay people off for economic 
reasons, but they get unemployment benefits and plus the unions make sure 
that the company respects workers rights.

Lisa: Oh, I’ve heard about the unions. Don’t they go on strike all the time? 
No, I’m kidding!

Mathieu: Hah, yeah, France is the land of strikes! But only during vacation 
time!

Lisa: At least you can strike. That reminds me, I read in the New York Times 
that last year, in the US, there were maybe 14 strikes total, in the entire 
country. I think people are worried they’ll get sacked if they go on strike.
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Mathieu: Oh! You mean “get fired” because they go on strike? It’s legal in the 
US?

Lisa: Um, well, no. But they can always find another reason to fire you. On a 
more positive note, I heard that after this deployment is done, they want to 
look into setting up a branch office in Alsace. I thought that was in Germany.

Mathieu: Euhhh…It used to be in Germany. During the Second World War. 
But then it became French again after the Liberation. If you go to Alsace, 
don’t tell them you thought they were German!

Lisa: Oh, yeah, sorry. I’ll have to avoid that. You know we Americans aren’t 
too good with geography…

Mathieu: It’s ok, even Sarkozy, our former president, once made the same 
mistake!
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